
Greenland and Iceland pagamentos October 2023

-The instructions that were given in La Sierra Nevada of Santa Marta informed the travels
and pagamentos that the mamos from the Kaggabba Nation paid in their visit to first
Greenland and later Iceland in October of this year, 2023.

-This was the first of 4 pillars opened and the communion with the sacred places. The
messages received were of most importance in aiding to reestablish and restore the
connections and the law of nature to be brought back as the main law on earth,

-This law, as the Mamos state, is the most important thing as there is no other law than Her
law. We humans have to listen to that law. No human law can rule over the law of nature.

-The pagamentos started at a sweet water lagoon where the old Grandmother received the
”project” that the Kaggabba Nation had taken with them to present to her. In this way the
Kaggabba were first greeted by the land and the water, and permission was granted to start
the journey .

-We visited the place where the big ice lives. We also payed a visit to the rivers flowing into
the ocean from this water melting, and old hunting lands and lagoons .

In all these places the mamos communed, listened and gave the forgiveness to the land and
water as mediators for the wrongdoings that younger brothers have made.

The journey continued The pagamentos were later layed down in Iceland where the tectonic
plates meet, and this was close to one of many volcanoes in Iceland. This one was the
ancient volcano Plattoos, and one younger one where the lava was still visible and fresh.
Iceland is a sacred land where the ashes of the sacred fire are brought for rest. This is an
important place that should not be disturbed.

-The work that the mamos did was to make a link back to their territories with some of the
sites they visited. Combined with the places in the north, they reestablished a connection
that continues to be taken care of by them back home.

-The main messages from this deep listening to the land and to the waters was the urge that
mother earth is calling for her children to help her restore these places that are sacred for
her and for the spirits and elements.

-Some of these places are being exploited as tourism attractions, and the mamos called for
the regulation of visits and humans in these places.

-The original custodians and peoples of the land were called to the forefront to be the
caretakers of these places, and to establish a vigilance over them so the sacred places can
rest and restore, and so we humans can be of aid in the healing of our Mother Earth.

-This use to be the role of original peoples in the past and needs to be reestablished.



-Original language and customs should be taught to younger generations.

-The original people on earth have the duties to take care and create the filters that will and
can protect Mother Earth from further destruction.

-It’s important that respect to the natural law is reinstalled in the common laws of younger
brothers, so the natural law and her law, so to say, the mothers law, can rule and breathe . If
this is being blocked or interfered with by humans in their unconsciousness , loudness and
grabbing and destructive behavior both in the spiritual and physical, then the mother can not
restore.

Back in the days the flow of that restoration and balance was in accordance with natural law.
Nowadays it has been disturbed.

-Politicians governments and younger brothers in positions of power should listen to this
instruction, so they can guide the way in which they can work in accordance to the law of
nature. If we don’t listen to this, or if a regulation of this is not established, Mother Earth will
take justice into her own hands, and no one will be spared.

“We the Kaggabba have made a pause in order to be able to be of aid in these times. We
require all of you to work for this. To be of help, so that the sacred places on earth can
restore and help the Mother with the work she does, as she replenishes and feeds all life on
earth and into the universe, so all can continue”.

This life on earth is only here.

We need to take care of it.

Thank you/

Eleonoras notes nov 2023.


